
E5 / G5, E3 / G4, Rescue406 / Precision406
IMPORTANT: Read these instructions thoroughly before attempting to install the HRU. If in doubt
seek expert help.

Contents
HRU**
Breakable rod
Washer
Circlip
Cone washer*
Identity Label**

*E3 / G4, Rescue406 /
Precision406 only
** HRU replacement kit only

Preparation
Assemble kit by placing breakable rod through replacement HRU, fitting washer and securing
with circlip as shown. Do not fit the cone washer at this stage.
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Mark HRU to show date of expiry 2 years from current date. Refer to the date marking leaflet.

WARNING:  Do not attempt to re-use the breakable rod. To ensure correct operation, the breakable
rod must be replaced when the HRU is changed.

Assembly
On the enclosure, remove the R-clip and pull the cover slowly off.
Remove the EPIRB and stow it in a dry place. Caution it may activate if wet.
Hold back the lever arm to take up the force of the spring.

Refit EPIRP E3 / G4 (See diagram 1)
Slide EPIRB into D-shaped foot on lever arm,
switches outermost. *Slide the cone washer onto
the breakable rod to retain the EPIRB

Refit EPIRB E5 / G5 (See diagram 2)
Bend the antenna and stow behind the rubber
button.

Push the HRU back then upwards,
out of the slot in the lever arm. When
the rear clip disengages slowly
release the lever arm.The HRU with
its breakable rod can now be lifted
free and safely discarded.Locate the
new HRU complete with breakable
rod.

Slide the HRU into the slot in the lever
arm and push lever arm back. Engage
rear washer into back plate by
pushing back (arrow1) and sliding
down (arrow2).Look under the spring
and confirm that the washer is fully
engaged.

On side of enclosure, use the
identity label to mark new HRU
expiry date over old date.

Diagram 1 Diagram 2

Refit cover by engaging hole over rod and then
snapping into place. Refit R-clip through top of
rod. (Refer to images on left for R-clip fitting.)

Alternative HRU




